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ON TERAELECTRONVOLT MAJORANA NEUTRINOSJanusz GluzaDepartment of Field Theory and Partile PhysisInstitute of Physis, University of SilesiaUniwersyteka 4, 40-007 Katowie, Poland(Reeived February 28, 2002; revised version reeived May 6, 2002)The issue of existene of Majorana neutrinos with masses of the orderof TeV and substantial ouplings is addressed. A general neutrino massmatrix M� with both features is onstruted, however, the form of M� isonstrained very muh by severe relations among the elements of mD andMR sub-matries of M� . These general relations follow from the perturba-tive onstrution of the light neutrino mass spetrum. To avoid suh largeorrelations between low mass parameters in mD and large mass param-eters in MR, the Je»abek�Sumino see-saw model of bi-maximal neutrinomixing adopted to the TeV sale and the issue of possible symmetries ofthe matrix M� are disussed. Results are supported by a few numerialexamples whih show diretly the omplexity of the problem.PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq, 14.6.Gh, 13.15.�f1. IntrodutionIn the see-saw senario [1℄ light neutrinos with masses of the eV saledemand heavy neutrino masses to be of the order of 109 GeV at least. Thediagonalization of the neutrino mass matrixM� = � 0 mDmTD MR� ; (1)in the ase mD � MR (we assume, without lose of generality, that bothmatries are of dimension 3), gives three light m� and three heavy mNmasses of neutrinos. To a good approximation their sale is given by [2℄m� ' �mTDM�1R mD; (2)mN ' MR : (3)(1735)



1736 J. GluzaWe an see that to get light neutrino masses of the order of eletronvoltsone needs elements of the matrix MR larger than 109 GeV (elements of themD matrix are typially taken to be of the order of 1 GeV, sale of massesof harged leptons). Smaller masses of light neutrinos demand even largerthan MR.It is lear that heavy neutrino states exhibit huge masses. Moreover,their ouplings to the ordinary matter are negligible, namely, if mD �MR,the Light-Heavy (LH) neutrino mixing matrix ULH, whih is a part of thefull unitary matrix U diagonalizing M� �UTM�U = mdiag � diag [mi;Mi℄�de�ned as U = � (ULl)� (ULH)�URl URh � (4)exhibits very small elementsULH � mDM�1R � 1: (5)In Eq. (4) the ULl sub-matrix is responsible for the neutrino mixing inthe light setor, while the sub-matrix URh desribes neutrino mixings in theheavy neutrino setor. More details an be found for instane in [3,4℄. If welook now into the form of the SM purely left-handed harged urrent writtenout in the mass eigenstates basis [4℄ (�i and Ni orresponds to light (heavy)neutrino mass states mi (Mi), respetively)LCC= gp2 " 3Xi=1 �i �ULl�il �PLlW+� + 3Xi=1 N i �ULH�il �PLlW+� #+h:: ; (6)it is obvious that e�ets from the heavy neutrino setor on proesses withharged urrents are ompletely unimportant (the same is true for the neu-tral urrent interations [4℄). This is a typial situation when the see-sawmehanism is explored. However, from experimental data we only know,that neutral leptons with masses below around O(102) GeV and with thetypial weak neutrino oupling strength g are exluded [5℄. There is no di-ret information on heavier neutral partiles. From global �ts to the datasome bounds on the mixings of heavy neutrinos have been obtained [6℄XN ���(ULH)Ne���2 � 0:0054; (7)XN ���(ULH)N�(�)���2 � 0:0028 (0:016): (8)



On Teraeletronvolt Majorana Neutrinos 1737These numbers are not negligible and e�ets of heavy neutrinos physiswith the above mixings ould be deteted in future lepton (e.g. e+e� [7℄,e�e� [8�10℄) or hadron [11℄ olliders. They an also in�uene proesses gen-erated by higher order orretions [14℄. Finally, they may modify neutrinoosillation phenomena [15℄.However, a natural question arises: is there any natural mehanism ofheavy neutrinos reation with reasonably large mixings, or more preisely,what is the form of M� whih would give suh neutrino properties? Obvi-ously, heavy neutrinos with TeV masses may lead to large ULH elements,but too large masses of light neutrinos mi would simultaneously arise. Usu-ally symmetry arguments are invoked to show that it is possible to buildup an appropriate form of M� [16℄. There are also other senarios whihimplement TeV neutrinos. They go in di�erent ways, e.g.: harged Higgsbosons [17℄, bulk neutrinos or salars [18℄, higher dimensional operators [19℄,naturally suppressed Dira masses (through the presene of an extra salardoublet) [20℄. Whether any of these senarios an be really assumed to be�natural� (and, maybe, used by nature) is an open question.Here we would like to present and disuss the issue paying speial at-tention to numerial results and their onsequenes. In the next setionthree typial examples of possible M� are given. In the �rst ase masses oflight neutrinos are too large, in the seond M� is onstruted to give exatlythree massless neutrinos and �nally appropriate masses of light neutrinosare obtained. At the same time masses of heavy neutrinos in the range(100GeV �Mi � 1TeV) and large ULH elements whih ful�ll basi boundsEqs. (7), (8) are obtained. Two Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) proesses,namely neutrino-less double beta and � ! e deays are onsidered andthe issue of large neutrino mixings in the light setor is disussed. Setion3 inludes a disussion of a model with independent mD and MR matriesand the issue of possible symmetries of the matrix M� whih ould lead tothe desired features of heavy neutrinos.In the numeris we have to deal with huge di�erenes of sales (Mi=mi� 1011) and the preision of alulations must be under ontrol. To taklethis problem we used MATHEMATICA [21℄. Simple ross heks of al-ulations are: unitarity of the U matrix Eq. (4) and reovering of M� tothe same order of preision by the reverse relation �UmdiagUT = M��. Allresults are obtained for the ase of the 6� 6 matrix M� .



1738 J. Gluza2. TeV neutrino mass models with orrelations amongmD and MR matrix elementsExample I: Too large masses of light neutrinosLet us start from the most general ase where we only assume the nat-uralness of the mD and MR sales, without deeper insight into the relationamong their elements. Let us take then the elements of the M� mass matrixEq. (1) in the following formmD = 0� 0:8 1 0:91:5 0:5 0:10:7 1:2 2 1A [GeV℄; (9)MR = diag (100; 150; 200) [GeV℄: (10)Without loss of generality, MR has been taken in a diagonal form [22℄with its elements lose to the present experimental limit [5℄. The result ismdiag ' diag (3:5 � 10�4; 0:013; 0:062; 100; 150; 200) [GeV℄ ; (11)ULl ' i 0� 0:854 �0:022 0:519�0:28 0:822 0:496�0:438 �0:57 0:6951A ;ULH ' 0� 0:008 �0:007 �0:0050:015 0:003 �0:0010:007 0:007 �0:01 1A : (12)In the above we restrit ourselves to the only interesting ases of light-light (ULl) and light-heavy (ULH) neutrino mixing setors. We an see thatlarge LH neutrino mixings an be obtained but the masses of light neutrinosare too large. It is lear now, after neutrino osillation data analysis thatthe mass of the heaviest of light neutrinos must be in the range [23℄0:04 eV � m3 � 2:7 eV : (13)Let us note that both mixing angles and the mass spetrum still satisfy thesee-saw relations Eq. (2) and (5).Similarly it an be heked that the LH mixings ould be larger withlarger mD elements. However, larger mD would inrease masses of lightneutrinos (in agreement with Eq. (2)). Taking smaller mD would on theother hand lead to appropriate mi, but this time LH mixings would beompletely out of interest. So, we need mD elements to be at O(1) GeVlevel.



On Teraeletronvolt Majorana Neutrinos 1739We an still try to hange the ranks of mD and MR matries. Then wean expet that additional light neutrinos appear. First, let us put the �rstentry in Eq. (10) as zero (100! 0) without other hanges in the m� matrixelements. The result ismdiag ' diag (3:8 � 10�4; 0:0228; 1:83; 1:85; 150; 200) [GeV℄ : (14)Seond, let us also take the seond entry in Eq. (10) as zero (150 ! 0).Then the mass spetrum ismdiag ' diag (0:001; 0:783; 0:792; 2:33; 2:34; 200) [GeV℄ : (15)We an see that in the �rst ase we get neutrinos with two masses of theorder mD=MR, two of the order mD and two of the order MR. In the seondase these are: one mass of the order mD=MR, four masses of the order mDand one of the order MR. This result �ts to the disussion of the dependenebetween the rank of the MR matrix and the sale of the obtained neutrinomasses as given in [12℄.We an also derease the rank of the matrix mD. For that we take as anexample mD = 0� 0 0 00 0 00:8 0:9 1 1A [GeV℄; (16)MR = diag (0; 150; 200) [GeV℄: (17)The mD matrix is of rank 1, the MR matrix has the rank 2. The result ismdiag ' diag (0; 0; 0:793; 0:807; 150; 200) [GeV℄; (18)ULl ' 0� 1 0 00 1 00 0 0:7041A ; ULH ' 0� 0 0 00 0 0�0:71 �0:009 0:0051A : (19)Two massless neutrinos are obtained. Though the rank of the matrixmD is 1, we get two neutrinos with masses of the order of mD elements.We annot further derease the rank of the mD matrix as heavy neutrinoswould not mix with light states at all. Taking only one nonzero entry in theMR matrix would not hange the situation. The neutrino mass spetruminludes in this ase three massless neutrinos, two massive neutrinos of theorder of mD and one heavy neutrino.



1740 J. GluzaIn this way we have shown that hanging ranks of mD and MR matriesis not su�ient to get appropriate spetrum of neutrino masses (for furtherdisussion of the meaning of mD and MR matries of di�erent ranks ingeneral see-saw models see e.g. [13℄).We an see that there is no way around and we have to look for somerelations among mD and MR elements of the M� matrix whih would giveappropriate masses of light neutrinos and TeV neutrinos with substantialmixings.Example II: Three massless neutrinosLet us take [11℄ mD = m(0)D +m(1)D ; (20)and assume that m(0)D � m(1)D .Using Eq. (2) we getm� = �m(0)D 1MRm(0)TD ��m(1)D 1MRm(0)TD +m(0)D 1MRm(1)TD ��m(1)D 1MRm(1)TD : (21)The �rst term is the largest. It will give the largest ontribution tomlight.Let us demand that it is zero, i.e. m(0)D (1=MR)m(0)TD = 0 and parameterizem(0)D in the most general way (elements of Eq. (22) an be omplex)m(0)D = 0� �1 �2 �3�1 �2 �31 2 3 1A � 0��i�ii 1A ; i = 1; 2; 3: (22)Then the following relation an be obtained (MR has diagonal elementsM1;M2;M3) Xi 0BB� �2iM1 �i�iM2 �i�iM3�i�iM1 �2iM2 �iiM3�iiM1 �iiM2 2iM3 1CCA = 0 : (23)Ifm(1)D = 0, it is a set of equations for relations among m(0)D andMR elementswhih assure that three massless neutrinos are onstruted. To show a nu-merial example, we will leave for a moment the most general ase Eq. (22)and use m(0)D with the following texturem(0)D = 0� �ia�ib �i 1A : (24)



On Teraeletronvolt Majorana Neutrinos 1741Then, instead of Eq. (23) we get only one ondition�21M1 + �22M2 + �23M3 = 0 : (25)Now we will use also the seond important relation among heavy neu-trino mass matrix elements whih omes from the neutrino-less double betaexperiments [24℄ �����Xi (ULH)2ie 1Mi ����� = !2 ; (26)where !2 < (2�2:8)�10�5 TeV�1. There is no onsensus onerning estima-tion of the ! parameter, nevertheless it appear that this relation is so severethat the possibility of heavy neutrinos detetion in future olliders is drasti-ally redued [10℄ (see, however, [9, 25℄). It an be heked that onlusionsof the present paper do not hange when ! = 0 is assumed. Then relations(10), (25), (26) with �1 = 3 GeV allow to set �2 and �3. ULH is taken inthe form of Eq. (5), a = 1, b = 0. Then the matrix in Eq. (1) is �xed and,after its diagonalization, the set of physial neutrino parameters is obtainedmdiag ' diag (0; 0; 0; 100; 151; 201) [GeV℄ (27)ULl ' 0� 0:998 0 0�0:004 0:998 00 0 11A; ULH ' 0� 0:03 �0:048 i 0:0360:03 �0:048 i 0:0360 0 0 1A: (28)The LH neutrino mixing is large (Eq. (28)) and ful�ll Eqs. (7), (8). Threemassless neutrinos are there. The spetrum of heavy states is as expeted. Inthe SM massless neutrinos give diagonal ULl. Here some small non-diagonalentries re�et the existene of heavy neutrino states. Cruial is Eq. (25).If we disturb it slightly then some of light neutrino states exhibit unaept-able values, e.g. if �1 ! �1 + 10�6 GeV then (with the other parametershosen just as before) we getmdiag = diag (0; 0; 2 � 10�7; 100; 151; 201) [GeV℄: (29)Example III: Realisti light neutrino massesTo make our onstrution realisti two �nal issues must be addressed.The �rst is the exat spetrum of light neutrino masses and the seond istheir mixing pattern.



1742 J. GluzaAs for the light neutrino parameters let us try to reover bi-maximalmixings where [5℄ UMNS ' 0B� 1p2 1p2 0�12 12 1p212 �12 1p2 1CA ;�m2atm ' (1:6 � 4)� 10�3eV2;�m2� ' 10�2�m2atm: (30)The solar neutrino parameter �m2� is realized by the LMA�MSW senarioof neutrino osillations.We take m(1)D = UMNS diag ( 0; 10�11; 8� 10�10 ) : (31)Other parameters are the same as in Example II. This sort of additionalontribution to the Dira massmD does not a�et the heavy neutrino setor.The result ismdiag ' diag (0; 2 � 10�11; 6� 10�11; 100; 151; 201)[GeV℄; (32)ULl ' 0� 0:577 � 0:01 i �0:706 � 0:006 i 0:003 + 0:405 i�0:577 + 0:01 i 0:001 0:007 + 0:814 i0:577 + 0:01 i 0:706 + 0:018 i �0:01 + 0:409 i1A ;ULH ' 0� 0:03 �0:048 i 0:0360:03 �0:048 i 0:0360 0 0 1A : (33)The masses give appropriate �m2atm and �m2� (Eq. (30)). Large mixingsin the ULl setor are obtained. Of ourse, this matrix is not unitary anddi�ers from UMNS in Eq. (30), the e�et expeted as heavy neutrino statesa�et the light setor.Finally let us omment on the �! e deay. Analyzes of experimentaldata give [5℄BR(�! e) = 3�8� �����Xi (ULH)ei(ULH)yi� M2iM2W �����2 � 4:9� 10�11: (34)In Eq. (34) ontributions from the light neutrinos have been safely negleted[14℄. Taking into aount Eq. (33), BR(�! e) ' 1:4� 10�12. It �ts to thepresent limit.



On Teraeletronvolt Majorana Neutrinos 17433. TeV neutrino mass models without �ne-tuning problemsand symmetry argumentsIs it possible to avoid the problem of strong orrelations among mD andMR elements (Eq. (23) and Eq. (25))? As disussed in [27℄, mD andMR orig-inate from apparently disonneted mehanisms of gauge symmetry breakingof the SU(2)�U(1) gauge group and some larger uni�ation group, respe-tively. Thus, it is hard to believe that these are arranged to ful�ll Eq. (25)just to give TeV neutrinos with large LH mixings. In [27℄ a phenomenologi-al model of the matrix M� with unorrelated mD and MR matrix elementswhih realizes bi-maximal neutrino mixing has been onstruted. The resultdisussed expliitly in [27℄ is the followingmD = m30�x2y 0 00 x x0 �x2 11A ; (35)M�1R (x = 0) = 1M 0� 0 0 �0 1 0� 0 01A ; (36)where m3 and M are of the order of the top quark and grand uni�ationenergy sale, respetively. x = O(m=mt) is of the order of 10�2 (the ratioof the harm and the top quark mass), y ' 10�1, � < 1. The relationx = 0 in Eq. (36) stresses that MR is independent of x being an element ofmD. Null matrix elements in Eq. (35) and (36) are higher order powers in xand y and are negleted. This model has been originally used in the ontextof see-saw models. To aommodate it to TeV neutrinos, the M sale mustbe lowered to the TeV level. Then masses of light neutrinos of the order ofx2m23=M appear (Eq. (31) in [27℄) and, as in the previous setion the �ne-tuning problem shows up: the numerator must be tuned to �t light neutrinomasses at the eV level. Moreover, using Eq. (5) we getULH ' m3M 0� 0 0 0x� x 0� �x2 01A : (37)We an see that these mixings are negligible. There is no ontributionto the neutrino-less double beta deay and to the �! e deay from heavyneutrino mixing.Let us �nally omment on the possible symmetry of the full matrix M� .We note that the relations in Eq. (23) and (25) are not symmetries ofM� butrather they are �ne-tuning relations of elements ofmD andMR what ensures



1744 J. Gluzathat appropriate masses of light neutrinos an be obtained simultaneouslywith TeV neutrinos. Symmetries at diretly on M� and not on objetswhih are funtions of elements of M� . As disussed in the Introdution(and Example I), TeV neutrinos may lead to large LH mixings, but toolarge masses of light neutrinos would simultaneously arise. A soure of theproblem lies in a di�erent sale of the elements of M� . Could symmetry ofM� be able to reonile the problem? Let us onsider a toy model with onlylight (�) and heavy (N) neutrinos. Let us assume that in the (�;N)T basisthe neutrino mass matrix is (elements a; b;  are real numbers)M = � a bb � : (38)The masses and a mixing angle are given bym1;2 = 12 �a+ �p(a� )2 + 4b2� ; (39)and sin 2� = 2bp(a� )2 + 4b2 : (40)If  � b; a then we get jm1j ' b2=, m2 '  � jm1j and � ' b=. Itis just a see-saw mehanism. If, however, a = b2 (due to symmetry!) thenm1 ' 0, m2 = a+  and sin 2� = 2pa=(a + ). We an see that sin 2� ' 1if a ' , whih is, however, not a natural assumption. The problem doesnot vanish with larger dimension of M� . To summarize, a di�ulty to builda symmetry of the M� matrix lies in the following: large LH mixings meansthat elements of the M� matrix are omparable. However, this is not trueas long as the relation mD �MR holds.4. ConlusionsIn summary, it has been shown that the present data from the lightneutrino setor, espeially their masses allow to onstrut the neutrino massmatrix M� with both TeV neutrinos and large LH mixings. However, theform of M� is onstrained very muh. In all three numerial examples ofSetion 2, LH mixings ful�ll Eq. (5). The kind of relations (23) and (25) donot hange this fat. There is no way around as long as mD � MR whihis, as disussed in Example I, a ondition whih must be full�led for ourpurposes.
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